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eFilm 2.1.2 is a service pack, based on the functionality of 2.1.0 with a number of defects fixed, as listed 
in Table 1.  
 
The major defects addressed are: 

1. Meeting regulatory requirements for display and hardcopy of Mammo images. 
2. More robust support for site licensing (fixes a number of site licensing problems). 
3. Handle larger data sets without crashing by enabling eFilm to acquire up to 3Gb of memory. 
4. Proper feedback when retrieving offline studies. 
5. Generate correct results for 3D in the case where Patient Position is not available in images. 
6. Thumbnail panel – changes to make this tool usable when there is a large number of related 

studies. 
 
For more detail please refer to the following table. 

TABLE 1 – List of Defects fixed in eFilm 2.1.2 

Siebel 
Defect # 

Abstract 

1-38YND If license does not contain feature key for templates, HPs and Key Images are effectively 
disabled 

1-3FM8D eFilm says 'finding related...' infinitely in certain situations 
1-3FM8T When C-FIND times out, no indication to user and priors don't appear in RCCM 
1-3HO35 Upgrade from eFilm Workstation 2.1.0.21 to FUSION eFilm Workstation 2.1.2.126 does not 

work 
1-3IUQT If thumbnail panel is very large, thumbnail data never shows up (Image Channel only) 
1-3KVWF Plugins - Unable to use, if licensed, unless the evaluation version is accessed first 
1-3ASE1 Fuji images rendered by AccuStitch are not automatically calibrated by eFilm 
1-3FMM9 Images appear black intermittently when viewing image channel images 
1-3J88X Restore ability to set individual URLs for the 3 visualization services 
1-3KLPN AccuImage plugins display errors in Help/Licensing when trying to view settings 
1-3LHF5 Display protocol name in RCM for Image Channel 
1-3BIPD Add detail to mammo hardcopy: To satisfy FDA requirements: Add institution City and Zip 

code formatted as: 
City[b]zip code 
(in a single line) below the Institution name 

1-3BIPO Suppress Filter options for MG in the Customize menu/toolbar 
1-3BIPY Lossy compression warning for MG 
1-34OQI AccuImage Plugins cannot be launched in JPN Version 
1-3CHI1 Repositioning Slab MPR causes incorrect ghosting effect 
1-3G3D1 RCCM conveys incorrect info when a header query has failed and there is an OFFLINE 

related study 
1-3HJR5 On startup, eFilmLite hangs/crashes when non-image objects are present on a disk 
1-3I6O5 Cannot perform Simgram on data with no Patient Position 
1-3KM65 Login and HPWizard dialogs not localized when using remote license 
1-3KRWF Licensing Key screen - Reference Key display appears to be corrupted & licensing app 

doesn't work 
1-3M9WD Voxgram - Change required to License and Subscription agreement for Patent 
1-3M9WO Voxgram - Change required to License and Subscription agreement for name change to 

Holorad 
1-3MW45 (#priors > 0) progress dialog that shows query/header retrieval progress no longer works. 
1-3NFK6 Volume MPR - retains Gantry Tilt tag value on save 
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Siebel 
Defect # 

Abstract 

1-22YRS Upgrade to Sheriff 2.8 to fix the temporary license corruption problem caused by 3D 
hardware. 

1-2YCT8 eFilm shuts down by printing images to a paper printer. 
1-34LUX Fail to start eFilm Auditor when the number of application log events exceeds certain limit. 
1-34N9C Key Images do not recall Show Angles on Measurement Tool Line when recalled. 
1-36X6X crash in CD Burning during packaging if ESC key is hit 
1-37N71 crash on dicomdir tab when #priors>0 
1-39A82 Fail to write audit log when memory usage reaches a certain high level. 
1-39CUH Attached US image from CDI crashed eFilm on study load 
1-39UIL (WINXP) Cannot burn CD when logged in as a non-Administrator 
1-3A4BV When patient has a large number of priors it does not list priors. 
1-3BCZZ After database rebuild, if PatientID contains leading or trailing spaces, priors aren't loaded. 
1-3BM6U Compile all binaries in eFilm with the /LARGEADDRESSAWARE flag. This will allow eFilm 

to access up to 3GB of the address space. Note that this may mean less memory for 
kernel-mode on the system 

1-3DI89 Middle Image is set to abnormal window/level in a series and Lin:DCM is indicated by 
Id:DCM instead 

1-3F2BP Upgrade to 2.1.2 from a previously licensed install and license is corrupted 
1-3F76P Upgrade to 2.1.2 from a previously licensed install and license is corrupted (JPN version) 
1-3JUBD DICOM printing an image does not show MPR lines. 
1-3KBLL Attempting to set Client license without previously starting eFilm fails 
1-3KBM5 Test Jpeg Lossy images now fail to load stating Bad Pixel Data 
1-3KBMM eFilm starts up takes long time if there are many studies. 
1-3L2AP Viewing a CR results in last viewport not displaying its image 
1-3LESR License right after installation "Fails to set license" - when product name is included 
1-3LS2Q On clean native Japanese Windows machine eFilmLite comes up in English first 
1-3N52N Holorad Order Voxgram IP changed for FTP Site 
1-3O20H Add study to window or open new window while priors loading and offline studies 

sometimes don't show 
1-3O4Y1 3D loading dialog, Rounding issues in Image Orientation (Patient) tag 0020,0037. 
1-2MQKU Repeating error message shows in Study Manager (if value in # of Hanging Protocols 

priors is removed) 
1-36K6H Order Voxgram - Screen contains Merge eFilm still.  Change to either Merge Healthcare or 

Merge eMed 
1-3BGDX Get rid of the requirement that the SA password on the enterprise SQL server. Change it 

so that the password is retrieved from an encrypted string in the eFilm registry settings, the 
password is settable in the Admin page and  when setting the password, use the standard 
technique of displaying only asterisks and requiring re-typing of the password 

1-3DPMX Update splash screen - Change to 2.1 instead 
1-3EKF9 JPN version - Update splash screen - Change from 2.1.0 to 2.1 instead 
1-3HAHV Upgrade from 2.1.0 to 2.1.2 and Printer & Devices (IC and Remote) are duplicated in Edit 

Properties 
1-3K7CT Copyright year on ALL splash screens should be 2006 instead of 2005 (for 2.1.2) (eFilm 

Lite too) 
1-3KBZH Disabling eFilm Audit Logging results in "Failed to log audit event" when packing eFilm Lite 
1-3KQNN AccuImage - Plugin Help/About screens need to be updated. Copyright & Company Name 
1-3KY1X Launching an evaluation license for AccuStitch or 3D/4D plugins doesn't work properly. 
1-3N52Y If >1 study is highlighed and Retrieve & View is performed studies are retrieved more than 

once 
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Siebel 
Defect # 

Abstract 

1-3AWBP Ability to turn off scale marker 
1-3JDQ5 eFilm cannot query/retrieve a DX study from another eFilm Workstation 
1-2BJ6D Print (Not DICOM) - Color images aren't printed in color with some color printers (used to 

work) 
1-3DMK4 Large RF images with many series lock up eFilm for a period if viewed via IC with 

thumbnail panel up 
1-3HM5F Upgrade from 2.1.1. to 2.1.2 and Printer & Devices (IC and Remote) are duplicated in Edit 

Properties 
1-3IYWT Thumbnail panel change to permit studies to be found 1. Primary study's tab will be placed 

in the correct order in the list. It will still be the study whose thumbnails are displayed 
initially when the thumbnail panel is displayed but the tab will not necessarily be the left-
most any longer. 
2.The Primary study and displayed studies  have indicator(icon). In the case where there 
are multiple studies with the same accession number, the tabs maintain their current 
behaviour: all studies with the same accession number as the Primary have a indicator to 
ensure the user is aware that they may need to examine multiple studies as part of the 
same exam. Any combination of primary, displayed and same accession number study has 
its own indicator. 

1-3IYX3 Load related studies performance improvement: In order to let user see related studies as 
soon as possible via RCCM and thumbnail panel.  
1. First Perform C-FIND  to load related study-level information completely. 
2. Request image headers of related studies separately. 
3. RCCM will show which study has been loaded completely. Before RCCM can show 
study info when all studies of a patient are loaded completely. 
4. Thumbnail panel will be updated as soon as all related study-level info of all patients or 
all related studies' info of one patient  are loaded completely. 
5. eFilm will load primary study info first, then load latest related study, until load oldest 
one. 

1-3C731 Paper print initializes always to 2x2 regardless of personal settings 
1-3J9SL When retrieving via DICOM there is no warning that the study is offline on the Fusion 

Server 
1-3KHN1 AccuImage - EScores.xls issue - Compile error in hidden module: Utility error when opened 
1-3KVW6 Some versions have wrong label on splash screen, title bar Desktop icon 
1-3KXCX slsService should not start automatically after eFilm installation 
1-3LCSK eFilm should not start using secondary license, unless it's on secondary license server 
1-3G5ZH eFilmLite splash, title, About box splash, and LiteStudyManager Logo should be brandable 
1-3MOBQ Add a way to change the license server port when eFilm is acting as a license server. 
1-29JIU Logout of eFilm, last user's search results on Remote or IC are still there. 
1-35MCT Can't load related studies when Cancel to 'Close current window' 
 


